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About This Game

Looking out on Pleasantville one afternoon, Lord Cthulhu realized he was very lonely. He decides to send a single Tentacute to
go make new friends with these "Bonies." After enough friends have been made, the portal to R'lyeh opens &each friend will be
sacrificed. In a style that is a cross between "Hotline Miami" and "Pikmin", convert your friends into fellow cute cephalopods!

The problem? All of your newly converted friends are frickin' morons that mimic your every move! Luckily with strategic
planning you can manipulate them against the environment to get back to the portal home to keep Lord Cthulhu company.

PC Controls:
• WASD/↑↓→← - Move Swarm

• Space - Clump
• Mouse - Menu Navigation (not required)

Xbox Controls:
• Left Stick - Move Swarm

• Right Stick - Rotate Swarm
• A - Clump/Enter

• Start - Pause/Menu Open/Menu Close

• Control Swarm - Control your swarm in a QWOP manner.
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• Feed - Convert friendly neighbors into one of the swarm.
• Form - Squish and squash your swarm into different shapes and sizes.

• Clump - Bring all your friends close together!
• Explore - What's that over there?

• Sacrifice - Send your new friends home to Lord Cthulhu through the sacrificial alter.
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Title: Tentacult!
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Salty Sloth Studios L.L.C.
Publisher:
Salty Sloth Studios L.L.C.
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Most modern x86 CPUs supported

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 800 MB available space

Additional Notes: Xbox 360 & Xbox One Controller Support

English
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This is not just a mod, its a brand new game. Awesome. Well it's porn... it's fairly good porn but it is basically 100% porn.
Gameplay is super-easy and the dungeon is pretty simple so only buy if you want porn.. *REFUNDED*

expected a Defence Grid clone, what I got was something that needs a heck of a lot of work, yes it's still in early access but the
game looks like it was meant for the late 90's (UI looks horrible & placement of towers needs working on) [maybe make the
towers even darker red if you can't place them at the place where your trying too, as it's very difficult to tell the difference at the
moment] not something due out this year or maybe next.

Still following to see if changes get made for next sale time.. Bad as the previous one!. Game macam pelaq. Dok buat
sentimental terukkk. good concept, but it has terrible physics for a physics based game. Debris has no weight and goes flying out
of the bucket/dump truck bed when going over slight bumps. The graphics are dated. The rest of the game is good especially the
wrecking ball which is fun. A decent little game with a right price at around 10$,. This game changed my life.
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whats the point of this game?
you cant even ads with the rifle. A good game, with a good story, and good characters. The characters are all nicely written and
done. The story, while a little confusing, is excellent and I've gotten so attached to this game, as a whole. This game is a fresh
concept, at least in my eyes, and I love how it was excecuted. All of the episodes currently out are amazing. I even get Hello
Charlotte vibes in my everyday life, but I don't mind, because that just shows what a lasting effect it had on me! I love this
game, this series, and everything in it, even the body horror monstrocities. Personally, I would rank it at a 9+ out of 10!.
Brilliant game, should really be Rugby Challenge 2.5 as it is just a few features changed however that doesn't take anything
away from how good this game is, any rugby fan needs this. Sevens is great fun and the FanHub gives this game a chance to
keep up to date with new squads and players.. It was difficult at times but I really enjoyed having to adapt to some challenges
where I had to change tactics, making it feel very rewarding. There are 2 epic relics you get from the ultra challenges which I
only use now because they give really good effects to you and all your allies.. When I downloaded the gmae masterspace I
started playing when I made my world it was all white
. Don\u00b4t buy this.It\u00b4s unplayable. When i click on the first Mission it crashes.The main game is good but the DLC is
a disaster.. A pleasant surprise as it is longer and more interesting and other Dharker products I've played before. Reminded me
a bit of "endless summer" in term of tone, themes, and twists. The art is pretty good and par the course for this developper. The
echhi is decent and really uncensored (with patch) but remains fairly vanilla (no real kink, no sm, no nc, no backdoor, etc.)
Characters are well developped and there is a lot of different routes and endings (I have unlocked about half I think, one of
which was ending #21). I felt unsatisfied after Bunny Bounce and Beauty Bounce, but this one is good.. Literally deep story.
Definitely worth playing.. i was surprised to see a re-release of this, but its still as bad as before.
really clunky animations, poorly designed controls, bad performance and just boring gameplay.

dont bother buying this.
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